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ABSTRACT 
In the Internet, video streaming requires greater amount 
of network bandwidth and other resources as the 
number of user requests increases. In case of traditional 
centralized directory server approach all the users 
requests are directly handled by the centralized server 
and each user request will send dedicated stream by the 
server, which requires higher end server, server cost 
will become more and greater amount of network 
bandwidth utilized by this server. To solve these 
problems peer to peer technology as emerged for the 
distribution of video streams to the larger requests over 
the network. In P2P VoD architecture adopted both the 
peer to peer and proxy based architectural design of a 
VOD system for larger community of users over the 
network. Hence our proposed Peer to Peer Video on 
Demand Architecture using V-Chaining improves the 
overall performance of the system by efficient 
utilization of uplink bandwidth and smaller amount of 
buffer space among the peers. In this paper we have 
introduce architecture for handle the large number of 
user requests over the communication network and ease 
of implementation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
To meet the greater demands of growing multimedia 
applications, media streaming has been a research topic 
attract significant interests on the users over the past 
two decades. The goal of live video streaming is to 
satisfy the application requirements of as many users as 
much as possible, with limited server bandwidth and 
costs. The traditional client/server architecture requires 
the use of large higher end servers to maintain 
streaming to requested users at a large scale. The 
server’s bandwidth costs increases rapidly as the 
number of user requests increases, and may not be 
manageable in large sectors with limited resources [1], 
IP multicast [2] and content delivery networks 
(CDNs)[3] attempted to endeavor the problem by 
consumes the resources in the edge or core routers, or 
by load balancing across a large number of edge 
servers. However, the problem of scalability to a large 
number of users in media streaming systems is only 
limited to a certain extent, not fully solved. Over the 
past few years, Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks have  
 
emerged as a promising approach for distribution of 
multimedia data streams over a large scaled network 
which is included with VoD applications by utilizing 
the uplink bandwidth of peers [4-8]. P2P networks 
propose a different architectural design perspective; it 
guarantees that of less bandwidth utilization from 
dedicated streaming servers hosted by the service 
providers, while transmitting the multimedia data to the 
users when they serve data streams to each other. In 
most of the cases, the total capacity of bandwidth 
consumption is not reduced, even it is increased due to 
overhead of protocol induced messaging and 
redundancy.However the bandwidth consumption is 
distributed across the network among the peers, which 
can contribute, delay, and consume the data stream. 
Existing peer-to peer media streaming systems can be 
divided into two categories, live and on-demand media 
streaming, with the latter often referred to as video-on-
demand (VoD) system. The peer to peer VoD system 
typically contains three components as shown in 
Figure.1. A single dedicated media server, which is of 
dedicated streaming servers that serve media content, 
and can be considered as a single dedicated media 
server. One or more a small number of index servers 
that keeps track of state information of the system, such 
as existing peers. It is often referred as a Proxy server. 
The Internet gateway will provides information about 
the media channels/Video data streaming. To further 
improve the server load of the VoD system, a client side 
caching scheme is proposed [9] called as earthworm. In 
this scheme the client not only playback the video but 
also forward the streams to another client with adequate 
buffer delay known as basic chaining. This scheme 
further extended as basic, standard, adaptive, optimal 
chaining which exploits client resources such as buffer 
and uplink bandwidth[10][11][12]. However demand 
for DVD quality videos and longer duration videos are 
expected in the near future [13]. For such applications 
the existing chaining schemes fall short in meeting 
scalability requirements like bandwidth and buffer. Due 
to the tremendous transfer of same data occurs in the 
VoD system which will degrade overall performance of 
the system. Hence our proposed Peer to Peer Video on 
Demand Architecture using V-Chaining improves the 
overall performance of the system and increase efficient 
bandwidth and buffer utilization. 
In this paper, we have aim to design a novel P2P 
architecture both combined architecture of peer to peer 
and proxy based architectural design for the greater of 
community of users over the internet. We propose a 
robust and efficient P2P architecture using V-Chaining. 
It achieves the optimal network in a dynamic 
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environment. The main contribution of this paper is we 
propose efficient P2P architecture using V-Chaining, 
which is an effective and robust. 
2. CENTRALIZED ARCHITECTURE 
Centralized directory server consists of Centralized 
media server in turn connected through fiber optic 
cables by the peers of the various clusters. Each cluster 
contains number of peers, which is directly request the 
video stream to the centralized media server. Each of 
video requested by the peers will directly handled by 
the server. The different parts of the peers are directly 
connected to the central part of the network through 
which access networks resources which may take 
multiple numbers of hops to reach the VOD server.  
Figure 1 shows the centralized architecture with 4 
clusters. Each Cluster consists of number of peers. The 
centralized directory server of the directory is 
maintained locating peers. The directory server 
maintains the required information about each peer such 
as address, available bandwidth, buffer, starting point of 
the location, IP address of the each peer is available in 
centralized directory server. The centralized directory 
server can also maintain the overlay structure among 
peers and above figure demonstrate the flow of 
information among peers. 
Figure 2 shows the flow diagram for the centralized 
architecture. The Peers in turn are connected to the 
Internet Service Providers.  
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 1.Centralized directory server architecture 
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Figure2: Flow diagram for Centralized directory server 
 
3. IMPLEMENTATION WORKING 
PROCESS 
In this system, suppose if a new peer’s request to the 
directory server then the requesting peer request is first 
directed to the directory server. Once receiving a the 
peer user request, the directory server will selects based 
on the network address and the requested media, the 
most suitable supplying peers from the stored peer list 
for the requested user. For example, to serve the 
requesting peer, a peer with large available bandwidth 
and a network access location which is very close to the 
requesting peer is chosen by the directory server. If a 
peer user wants to leave the system, LEAVE message 
information send to the directory server it indicates that 
peer may leave, this entry is also recorded in the 
directory. The advantages of this approach are simple 
deployment and ease of implementation. Centralization 
makes the join and leave procedures fast also greatly 
simplifies the join mechanism. However, given N peers 
in the system, the directory server must maintain O(N) 
states, which  will overload the server when the number 
N is large. Furthermore, if a peer is not able to send a 
LEAVE message to the directory server (that is during a 
node failure), its state remains in the directory. 
To handle this problem, the peers must send 
periodically the keep-alive (or heartbeat) messages 
refresh their status at the directory server. The high-
bandwidth consumption at the server continue 
transmitting these O(N) keep-alive control messages by 
the peer. Another problem is that the directory server 
becomes a single point of failure. If the directory server 
is not working, users can no longer join the system. 
Hence, if the media server fails, it strength not matter 
whether the directory is itself not working. 
 
 
4. PROPOSED VoD ARCHITECTURE 
The peer to peer video on demand (P2P VoD) system is 
combined architecture of  a media server, proxy servers 
and peers in a cluster. The media server contains a 
collection of video data files in its video directory. The 
video data file’s information such as index, popularity, 
minimum bandwidth and minimum buffer, video 
length, timestamps information is also stored in the 
media server. In this architecture Proxy server is used to 
cache video data files for the nearer peers in a cluster. 
The purpose of proxy server is to reduce the load on the 
media server by caching the video data files. Each 
Proxy server has various modules, which operates at the 
time of streaming of videos are requested by the each of 
the peers in the cluster.  
 Communication Module of Proxy server: 
communicate between one peeri with another 
peerj.  
 Service Manager: This module manages the 
currently streaming/streamed videos.  
 Request handler: which handles the requests 
from the each of the peer which requested by 
the user to watch the movie. 
 Peer Manager : monitor and updates the 
videos based on the popularity of videos at the 
proxy server 
 Chaining peers list:  which is the database 
contains the list of videos and the detail 
information of videos such as movie ID, index, 
popularity etc., and with entire information 
about list of videos being streaming/streamed 
from the proxy server and the consequent 
active chain of peers for that video. 
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 To each of these proxies a large number of 
peers are connected. Each proxy is called as a 
parent proxy to its peers. Each peer has various 
modules such as,  
 Buffer-manager: buffers the video as and when 
the video segments received at the Buffer.  
 Media Player: play back the buffered videos 
which are available in the buffer.  
 Peer Agent: Performs the Communication with 
proxy server and other peers.  
 List of Peers: which receive the peer 
information contains the video data from the 
proxy server. 
 Number of active Peers: Number of the active 
chain of the video data, from requested peer 
can get the requested video stream. 
The proxy server caches the prefix of the videos which 
are streamed from the media server, and then it 
streamed this cached portion of video to the requested 
peer through LAN, which is less expensive bandwidth. 
We have assumed that, proxies and their peers are 
closely located in the same region or cluster, which is 
quite low communication cost. The media server, in 
which all the videos completely stored is placed far 
away from proxy server, which involves high cost 
remote communication. The media server and the proxy 
server are assumed to be interconnected through high 
capacity fiber optic cables. A cluster is a logical 
connectivity of peers which is headed by a proxy server. 
A peer can be a seed peer or a non-seed peer. A seed 
peer is a client, which has sufficient bandwidth and 
buffer capacity as well as it can store and forward video 
data files to other peers. A non seed peer is a client, 
which has only required configuration and it can only 
playback the received video data file and cannot store 
or forward the video data files to other peers. 
 
Figure 3: Proposed VoD architecture 
 
As Figure shown in Figure 3, clusters are managed into 
multiple levels using distributed algorithms. Each 
cluster has a Super seed peer that is responsible for 
monitoring its cluster membership of the seed peer and 
is a member of a cluster in the upper level. Hence, some 
peers are Super seed peer in multiple levels. Cluster 
sizes can be between k and 4k (k is a system parameter) 
and are maintained using merge and split algorithms for 
bounding the out-degree of each peer. There’s only one 
cluster in the topmost level where them source of the 
media server available. To join the system, a new peer 
first contacts the super seed of the topmost cluster in 
With that cluster’s peer list attached in the Super seed 
peer will reply, the new joining peer which as new 
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entry, which is measures the distances all the peers in 
the directory list and distance between neighboring 
peers. Then, it selects the closest seed peer, which is a 
super seed in the lower level. After that, the new peer 
sends another request to that super seed. Again, that 
closest super seed peer replies with its cluster member 
list. The inquiring process repeats until the new client 
finds its appropriate position in the architecture. By this 
successive inquiring, nearby seed peers are grouped 
together, making the data transmission based on that 
structure efficient. This approach by making use of the 
overlay structure shares the load among the various 
levels of the peers by the peer-management technique. 
For example: In case of centralized directory server of a 
directory maintains a O(N) states, Each peer of Zigzag 
will also maintains  O(log N) states. In case of Zigzag 
there is not problem of single point of failure because it 
maintains the overlay structure among the peers for this 
easy way of locating each of the peers. The control 
protocol of will send the heart beat messages to the 
server as and when the peer failure in the network and 
accordingly maintains the entire overlay structure. 
Because of frequent VCR-like operations, it is more 
challenging for VoD systems to maintain such a 
structural overlay for peer organization and data 
delivery.   
 
Table1: Comparisons of architecture approach of 
Centralized directory and P2P VoD  
 
 
 
Figure 4 shows the flow diagram of VoD working process 
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5. IMPLEMENTATION WORKING 
PROCESS 
Initially, suppose if a peer makes a request to the media 
server, and then the media server downloads the entire 
video data files to the nearest proxy server of the 
requesting peer. In the first case, it is assumed that none 
of the peers are requested for the same movie. Thereby, 
after downloading movie to the proxy server, the proxy 
server will transmit the movie to the requesting peer. 
Subsequently, if another peer from the same cluster 
makes a request for the same movie to the media server. 
Then the media server looks in to its current streaming 
movies database for the nearest proxy server and its 
availability of the movies. If such entry is found then 
media server redirects the requesting peer to the nearest 
proxy server. Again the proxy server applies the same 
procedure to find out that any of the peers in the cluster 
has the movie in its buffer. If such peer is found, then 
the requesting peer will be redirected to that peer which 
has the same movie. Then on the transmission occurs 
from that peer to the requesting peer. The transmission 
of video data file from that of peer to another peer is 
called V-chaining. However, if entry is not found in the 
proxy server, then the proxy server starts transmitting 
the video data files to the requesting peer. Elsewhere, if 
the entry is not found in the media server then the 
procedure is followed as if it is a first request from the 
cluster. 
Suppose, if another request from different cluster occurs 
for the same movie to the media server. Then the media 
server redirects the nearest proxy server of the 
requesting peer to transmit the video data file to the 
proxy server of the requesting peer to transmit the video 
data file to the proxy server of the requesting peer. Now 
instead of downloading the video data file from media 
server to the nearest proxy server. The download 
happens from another proxy server which has the movie 
to the nearest proxy server of the requesting peer. 
Therefore, the same procedure is carried out for the 
transmission of movies among the clusters. If none of 
the proxy servers has the same movie then the media 
server downloads to the nearest proxy server and then 
the proxy server transmits the movie to the requesting 
peer. 
 
 6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have studied the comparisons of 
centralized directory server and peer to peer VoD 
architecture. In case of traditional centralized directory 
server approach all the users requests directly handled 
by the centralized server and each user request will send 
dedicated stream send by the server which requires 
higher end server, server cost will more and greater 
amount of network bandwidth utilized by this server. In 
P2P VoD architecture adopted both the peer to peer and 
proxy based architectural design of a VOD system for 
larger community of users over the network. The 
proposed architecture designed has the following 
benefits. The system architecture handles the larger 
number of user requests and efficient utilization of 
uplink bandwidth so that greater reduce of network 
bandwidth and also each video stream for temporary 
storage uses a smaller amount of buffer in each of the 
peer. We have used VChaining technique among the 
peers which will run the same stream over the longer 
duration which will benefit that same stream will not be 
used again and again. The access delay will greatly 
reduced using this architecture. 
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